A realistic model of language should specify the mechanisms underlying language use and comprehension. A neurobiological approach has been shown to be an effective means toward this end. The Neuroscience of Language provides results of brain activation studies, patients with brain lesions, and hints from computer simulations of neural networks to help answer the question: How is language organized in the human brain?
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Preface
How is language organized in the human brain? This book provides results of brain activation studies, facts from patients with brain lesions, and hints from computer simulations of neural networks that help answer this question. Great effort was spent to spell out the putative neurobiological basis of words and sentences in terms of nerve cells, or neurons. The neuronal mechanismsthat is, the nerve cell wiring of language in the brain -are actually in the focus. This means that facts about the activation of cortical areas, about the linguistic deficits following brain disease, and the outcome of neural network simulations will always be related to neuronal circuits that could explain them, or, at least, could be their concrete organic counterpart in the brain.
In cognitive neuroscience, the following questions are commonly asked with regard to various higher brain functions, or cognitive processes, including language processes:
(1) Where? In which areas of the brain is a particular process located?
(2) When? Before and after which other processes does the particular process occur? (3) How? By which neuron circuit or which neuron network type is the particular process realized? (4) Why? On the basis of which biological or other principles is the particular process realized by this particular network, at this particular point in time, and at these particular brain loci?
The ultimate answer to the question of language and the brain implies answers to these questions, with respect to all aspects of language processing. The aspects of language relevant here include the physical properties of speech sounds and the sound structure of individual languages as specified by phonetics and phonology, the meaning and use of words and larger units Preface of language as specified by semantics and pragmatics, and the rules underlying the serial ordering of meaningful language units in sentences or larger sequences as specified by syntax. All of these aspects are addressed, although an emphasis is put on words and elementary syntactic rules. Lesion studies and brain imaging studies have revealed much important information relevant for answering "Where" questions of type (1), about the relevant brain loci. Fast neurophysiological imaging could also shed light on the temporal structure of language processes in the millisecond range, thereby answering "When" questions of type (2). Type (3) "How" questions about the underlying mechanisms are sometimes addressed in neural network studies, but many ideas -in particular, ideas about syntactic structuresare still formulated in terms so abstract that it is difficult to see possible connections to the neuronal substrate of the postulated processes. A common excuse is that we do not know enough about the brain to specify the mechanisms of grammar, and of language in general, in terms of neurons. I never found this to be a very good excuse. Only if we theorize about concrete language circuits can we ever understand them. Therefore, this book puts forward concrete, or neuronal, models of word and serial-order processing. The introduced models are linked to general neuroscientific principles, and are thereby used to answer aspects of "Why" questions of type (4) as well.
This book came about because my abstract theorizing about neuron circuits that could realize aspects of language was initiated by various discussions with Valentino Braitenberg and Almut Schüz, with whom I had the pleasure of collaborating at the Max Planck Institute of Biological Cybernetics in Tübingen, Germany. This was before and at the very start of the so-called Decade of the Brain, with much less data in hand than is available today. However, when collecting brain imaging data myself in subsequent years, I found it necessary to have a brain-based model of language as a guideline for designing experiments. I also found the concepts and mechanisms developed and envisaged earlier quite helpful for the interpretation and explanation of new results. In the context of neuroimaging studies, I should mention Werner Lutzenberger, my most important teacher in the neurophysiological domain. I thank Almut, Valentino, and Werner for the countless discussions about theory and data that laid the foundation for this book.
However, many more colleagues and friends contributed substantially. Robert Miller was a critical reader of many manuscripts preceding this text and provided me with indispensable knowledge, particularly neuroanatomical in nature. Stefano Crespi-Reghizzi, an expert in automata theory and computational approaches to language, was kind enough to teach me the basics from these disciplines, thereby preventing me from serious mistakes.
